SOMETHING FOR WORKINGMEN TO THINK ABOUT.

If the government owned the railroads, as it should own them, the postal rate would be one cent, and the postoffice would be far more profitable and give better service to the people.

The railroads, owned by private individuals, milk the Government and the postoffice most beautifully.

To haul an express car owned by a private individual costs the railroad as much as to haul a car full of mail.

The railroad makes the Government pay ten times as much to haul a car full of letters as it makes a private express company pay for a car of express matter.

When the railroads charge by the ton they charge from seven to ten times as much for hauling a ton of mail as for hauling a ton of express matter.

The railroads are maintained now to keep a few families enormously rich. If we had Government ownership of railroads— as we shall have some time— the railroad would be managed in such a way as to make an enormous number of people very prosperous.

Don’t you think that you ought to do what you can in talking and voting to promote the public-ownership idea?

This is from a capitalist paper. The proposition brought before the senate by Senator Mason, of Illinois to have the government own the telegraph lines is also a capitalistic measure; advocated by capitalists and capitalist newspapers. The statement made by Mr. Morton, of the Santa Fe, that government ownership is the solution of the railroad problem was made by a capitalist. There are other proofs that the superior people are fully bent on having what a few middle west journalists would call “Socialism” without the aid or consent of any other power, foreign or domestic. This is sufficient as an introduction.

If you, dear workingman, will look up the history of your ancestors you will find that changes have come in society and no matter the change, the working people, the hinds, the serfs, the slaves, from the time that it was found to be more convenient to keep a man alive and let him work, than to knock his brains out with a club, have always been held in subjection and compelled to produce for the superior people. A slave was secure of his living while in bondage, to-day the bondage is just as severe and the workingman is not secure of his living. Relatively, the workers of to-day are just as poor and uncertain of the comforts of life, DESPITE THE CHANGES, as our ancestors were thousands of years ago. In other words: civilization might as well not be in existence, so far as the working class is concerned, for civilization belongs to the men who OWN THE TOOLS.

Another great change is about to take place in society. Competition has almost completed its circle. The exploiters and exploited, the capitalist class and the working class confront each other. Each is struggling to begin the circle of co-operation. It is like a foot race between levithians. And if the capitalist class wins in this footrace, if the superior people are allowed to make the change, the working class will reap as much benefit from that change as the hinds and serfs and slaves reaped from the changes that took place in the society of the past ages, and no more.

We have a few examples, even now, of the beneficent rule by the capitalist class in Socialist institutions. The post office, which is landed by a few middle west journals as a Socialist institution, over-works its men and under-pays them, the men are more afraid to form a union than in any other industry, the decisions of the bureaucracy at the head of this institution which chased Wilshire out of his own “free” country across the Canadian border that he might publish his paper and “advertise his ideas” and the annual milking of this Socialist institution by favored few, all point beyond cavil to the enduring triumph of capitalist Socialism. And there are other examples, though space will permit but one more. Up in Yountville there is a soldier’s home, a Socialist institution. The inmates fought and bled for their country. But the bureaucracy running the institution is of the opinion that as long as the letting of blood used to be the fashion, there is no reason why it should not continue. The veterans are mistreated and not a few are killed. An investigation is being made at the present moment and the papers are full of the horrors.

An unkind word might be said for our transport service which is also a Socialist institution according to the learned middle west journalist, but why fill the paper with tales that make the flesh creep.

Enough has been said to damn capitalist Socialism; and this despite the fact that no mention was made of the exploitation of the workers which continues under capitalist Socialism with the same intensity we have under the full swing of competition. Let this point be well marked by you, dear workingman. If you allow the capitalist class to win in this foot race you will get no more by the change than you have at present, if you get as much.
Towards the end of the 19th century one per cent of the total population of America owned fifty per cent of the total wealth of the country. And as civilization rushed with open arms to embrace our own, the twentieth century, like the nineteenth, saw that wealth concentrated into the hands of a few. To a million and a half of people the wealth gathered to itself in a hundred and fifty years, and to eighty and to ninety and to nine-nine and seven eighties per cent, was rapid. Perhaps arithmetical progress might convey an idea of the rapidity with which the thousand millions of dollars of the middle class are concentrated. It might better be illustrated, however, by a snow ball starting from the summit of a mountain, gathering momentum on its journey and picking up every thing in its path, till it was so large and moving with such rapidity, nothing human could stop it on its downward course. But just as the snow ball, become an avalanche, after its destructive race down the mountain side, must spend its fury on the face of another mountain across the valley, so did the avalanche of capital, uncontrolled and uncontrollable, because it had reached the foot of the mountain of the competitive system, come to an impasse in front of the mountain of the co-operative commonwealth.

The history of that down hill rush of capitalism can be found in our great national libraries, built without the aid or consent of Mr. Carnegie or any other star spangled Scotchman. It has been made and rewritten in the lives of men from that time to this, and the siren song that had lured them to their ruin; and with that perversity innate that make us all chasers after the ignus fatuus, they adhered to it.

The terms of contract with the one half of one per cent of the total population, owning, at this time, ninety-six and two-thirds per cent of the total wealth of the country, was that each small producer should have full possession of as much land as would conveniently hold a stake. The balloons were fastened to the small stakes, and the middle class betook itself to their balconies and lived and preserved its individuality by pulling up bread and meat with a string.

The capitalistic avalanche continued to rush down the mountain. It took no cognizance of the sturdy proletarian mountain that was on the other side of the valley. It's destiny was the absorption of the total wealth of the country. It was bent on gathering in that remaining three and one-third per cent of the wealth. It searched for that elusive three and one-third per cent. The avalanche knew it was somewhere. The three and one-third per cent had not escaped to the sea. It was not destroyed by fire. Where was it? Then the avalanche remembered the land that was sold to hold the stakes of the middle class. The avalanche paused and considered for a moment. Then it sent a wireless telegram to the sheriff, who, because he had nothing to do, was playing golf at Burlington. When the sheriff came he brought a large knife and without a tear or a word of regret he cut the ropes that bound the last remnant of the "great intelligent" middle class to earth.

You ask what became of them? Go to the national library and pull down your liber 687,646,421, you will find that Messers Sterling, Whitaker, Pierce, the younger and Lon- don, the real historians of that period and eye-witnesses to the flight of the balloons, assert that the "great", "intelligent" middle class is keeping bake shops and corner grocery stores in heaven.

But there was one virtue in their removal. It brought the avalanche of capitalism face to face with the mountain of the working class. Many members of the latter were formerly respectable members of the extinct middle class and though they had considerable nonsense left over from their previous environment, they could not keep the avalanche from meeting the mountain.

And here we are. Our civilization organized and resting not on the backs of a subject class, but on the machine. Therein is the chief difference between our age and all former ages.

PROVISIONAL STATE COMMITTEE.

Meeting held Jan. 23rd. Conrado Hefferin in the chair. Minute- utes approved. Communications follow:


On motion charters were granted to Local Oakdale and Pasadena. Secretary instructed to order more copies of "The State" from Committee. Adjourned till Jan. 21st. Thos. Bercord, Sec'y pro tem.
STRICKEN FIELD OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY.

By Frederick A. McKenziel.

Northampton, is today the stricken field of the American invasion of England. The great international conflicts of the future, we have often been told, are to be fought, not with cartridge, shells and bayonets, but with bread. Northampton is realising the truth of this. Its industries have been one of the points of attack by the American invaders. To-day its people are face to face with a grave industrial crisis.

There is no strike, there is no real labor trouble, but the masters and men are alike suffering from sheer lack of employment. Markets which were once theirs are now American. Orders which once kept their factories busy now give profit to the swifter and more toilsome workers of New England. The Australian market, which was once almost wholly English, now obtains its supplies from the United States. The South African market, once their very profitable field, now gives them little but empty order forms. Even in England itself the American shoe has come everywhere. One large Northampton firm, owning many shops over England, which formerly made its own boots in this borough, now buys a large part of them from across the Atlantic.

Factories are working half and third time. Whole streets are desolate and almost empty. Girls who were six months ago in receipt of good wages are now receiving on an average earnings of half dollar a week. Alas! for the girl who at this time has no home of her own!

Yesterday a man was brought before the justice for smashing the windows of a big shop. “Yes” he said when taxed with the offence, “I did break them, because I was hard up. I have got nothing to eat and nowhere to go; what is a fellow to do? I would be better in prison. Send me there.” And they set him.

On Wednesday last the town called a meeting to consider the situation. One man, a foreman in a factory and leader of the mob, spoke out plainly and bitterly, though the Mayor himself was in the chair. “You have either to find work for the unemployed,” he said, “or you must take upon yourself the more serious responsibility of introducing into the town a regiment of soldiers to keep the men in order. There are times when patience is a crime; this is one of them. ‘Work or food,’ is our cry, and we mean to have it.”

A fortnight ago a mob of hungry men, two hundred strong, went up to the gates of the workhouse and clamored and shouted and cursed at the guardians inside. They climbed over the fence, trying to get at them. They could find no real fault with the guardians, who had done, and are doing, their best to help them, but they were hungry, and your hungry man is not a good reasoner. “Work or Bread,” they cried, and the cry may turn at any moment to “Bread or Blood”.

Yet Northampton workers refuse to recognize that they have sustained more than the most temporary reverse. Their factories are now full of American machinery. Their store rooms are stocked with American leather. An American last factory, perhaps the largest in England, is flourishing almost alone among Northampton businesses. Their own shops are selling American boots, and royalties go steadily and in large quantities from this shoe-making center to the English agents of the American shoe machinery owners.

Northampton has long been the great shoe center of England. Its students have taken all the prizes for technical perfection. The beauty of its work on the old lines has been universally admitted. It cannot believe that another land has come in and taken from it that which it long regarded as its own.


THE “EXAMINER” IS SO SORRY.

The “Examiner” is exercised lest the workingmen of this country be taxed to pay the expenses of Uncle Sam when he goes over to kiss King Edward’s rotten toe. Now, I would like to ask the “Examiner” what difference it makes to the working man (who is robbed out of three-fourths of what he produces) what the robber does with his plunder. If a man is hold up by a highwayman and robbed of all his money, he is not much relieved of his belongings very little whether the robber has a good old drunk with his booty or whether he takes it to the priest to pay for absolution. What does concern the robbed man is whether the highwayman shall get a license and continued his hold ups. This old Uncle Sam of ours has been told so often that he is the best old man on earth, that his head is swelled. The truth is, he has, a long way back, forgotten that when he was given the guardianship of men on this continent, it was that his mission should be to see to it that this government should mean the “greatest good to the greatest number.” Now, it does not need a mathematician to see that the greatest number in Uncle Sam’s domain are workingmen, and that if he did the proper thing he would be using his efforts to see that they be not only NOT TAXED to carry a few fools over to England to represent him at Edward’s high jinks, but that no man should be granted a license to rob another. If our dear old Uncle Sam were not as much of a hayseed as he looks, he would know that every scant that has by hook or crook got enough of Uncle’s “sound” money together to start any kind of a “paying enterprise” is guaranteed before the asking, the privilege of holding up every mother’s son of a toiler who is compelled to do his work for him. Say COMPULSORY, because robber bread, man must serve one master or another; it is matter of being exploited and to the worker it makes no difference whether its the tax collector Uncle Sam sends or whether its Carnegie that gets it to build libraries—it all one to him, who does the job so long as he has to have his pockets picked anyway.

The “Examiner” will have to do all the worrying in this case because the workingman isn’t caring a continental WHO does the graft; his business is to see to it that all hands are stopped that are at it and that he gets a square deal by taking all he produces.

ALICE SORENSON.

The Socialists and trade unionists in St. Thomas, Ont. have protested the election of the city council on Monday, Jan. 6, when Alderman R. N. Price and the entire labor ticket was defeated. It is charged that dozens of property holders voted in several polling sub-divisions. The capitalists and landlords having property in more than one ward were able to cast several votes, while the workingmen could only cast one, although the aldermen are elected from the city as a whole. It is evident the capitalists do not believe in the identical interests of labor capital.
CRIME IN SAN FRANCISCO.

We are having our annual crop of murders and robberies, abductions and strange disappearances a little early this year. San Francisco is scarcely equaled by any city in the world in the matter of mystery. It seems to be in the air. A woman goes out for a pitcher of milk. The pitcher is found on a Post street door step, but the woman's children are sore eyed from weeping for the lost mother. A little girl, a mere child, went to work housekeeping for a man. She telephoned her mother that she would meet her tomorrow. That was a month ago. The sick-hearted mother feels that the meeting will take place at the morgue. She haunts this home of the misfit dead like a ghost. She marks each day, the additions. She scans the weary faces; she searches their lives. And with a woman's quick intuition she knows that the story back of half the suicides is one of lack of opportunity, lack of a chance to live decently, that made them fit to grace a marble slab at the morgue. She thinks of her own poor child robbed of the life that belongs to childhood, forced to go keeping house for strangers, when she should have gone to school.

Five men who breathed yesterday lie on the slabs unclaimed, unknown; their empty eyes staring at the ceiling, their lives of hopeless struggle against a mean and contemptible civilization over. There is a look of weary disgust on each yellow face, there is the reflection of a vulgar, sordid environment on lip and brow. To what base uses may not that exquisite animal, man be put by a grasping money making age like ours.

And every day the black wagon rolls into the court at the back of the Hall of Justice, bearing its burden of misfits. A comfortably situated writer named Morrow writes of the crime that stalks abroad in the city. He quotes statistics to prove that the criminal instinct dominates men at certain times, and when this time arrives, nothing can stay the instinct to destroy, but incarceration or the gallows. And be also proves that crime has its periodicity—that a wave of crime sweeps over the country or the city at given times.

Like all writers with a capitalist bias he overlooks the fact that the period when crime is most in evidence, corresponds to the period when men and women suffer most for the necessities of life. During the winter months people are compelled to hunger more for there is less work to do and they feel the eager and nipping tooth of the wind to the undoing of any moral perceptions. Highway robbery is an easy way to gain bread. Twenty-four successful robberies in one week is ample proof of this. When a man robs once and escapes, there is an inclination to make another venture, for living luxuriously on other people's money, as can be proven by referring to Messrs. Morgan and Rockefeller, an excellent stimulus to indulge continuously in that mode of life.

Use breeds habit in a man; the criminal instinct comes into being here. When a man wishes to live on the product of another man, whether he gets that product at the point of a pistol or by due process of law, he has the beginnings of a first class rogue in him. The transmission of this inclination, plus the conditions that surround his offspring, makes the instinct permanent under our system.

And this instinct could be well used under a system organized for the good and not the evil of men. Why should the fact of a cold wind drive men to injure their fellowmen. The instinct, says Morrow. A better criminalist than Morrow, Lombrosi cites a few cases of a good use for a criminal instinct. One where a surgeon, considered the best in Europe, satisfied his inclination to let human blood by helping suffering human beings. Under conditions that would have left it impossible for him to be a surgeon, he should have been a cunning murderer. Place this man in Chicago, leave him poor and friendless, let him feel the icy liden breath from the lake and he would sally forth to kill and rob.

The criminal is made by society, by the competitive system. Highway men are capitalists, leaders of capital. What thought, upholders of the capitalist system who have lost their opportunity. Their energy and ambition if turned to good use under a system of society where their elemental brutality would have no place, would redound to the good not only of themselves, but of mankind.

THE PASSING OF THE PAID EDITOR.

With the next issue Advance editorially will be under the direction of an editorial board. The paper is not in condition to pay for the services of an editor and the following comrades volunteered their services and were elected the "collective" editor: Comrades Ober, King, Jr., and Fairbrother. The work of these comrades will be donated to the cause of Socialism. I hope the fact that they are sacrificing much time and energy will be considered by the readers of Advance and a generous response made to help them in every way.

The proletarian movement of California needs the clear cut, uncompromising expression of Advance more now than ever before. If our party is to be saved from falling into the hands of the half-done populist and middle class men, Advance must be kept alive. San Francisco is practically the key to the Pacific coast. If we have a strong proletarian movement here there is no fear of the outlying districts. And it is impossible to have a strong movement without a strong paper. Remember this. Do what you can to place Advance on a firm financial basis that we may beat back the forces of reaction.

If it were possible for me to donate my services to the paper, I should do so. However, I shall contribute in the future, whatever I find time to write and hope that I may help thereby to organize the workingmen of the country for their own emancipation.

J. J. Noel.
THE POSSESSION OF THE WORLD MARKET.

Chas. M. Schwab's observations in France, Italy and Austria, and now in Germany, have confirmed his belief that their external markets will inevitably become the United States' markets and all their trade contests is to preserve their domestic markets through tariffs, the American appropriating the rest of the world. Whether Germany puts up her tariff or not, it does not count for much, in Mr. Schwab's general survey of the international situation.

"Naturally," said the General Manager of the steel trust, "it is to America's best interests that the German tariff should not be increased, but I do not think we can expect Germany not to increase her tariff so that it will really protect her home market from our competition. If Germany does not raise the tariff, our highly finished goods, as well as our coarser products, will take this market. American exporters quite expect Germany's tariff to go up. It is not in Germany, France or Austria that we can sell largely, but in England, Russia, Turkey and China and all the free markets where Germany and England find outlet, and it will not be a very long time either until they are all ours."

There is a conviction about this last line that must be satisfying to American workmen. Just think! They will be kept in work. Schwab and his associates will be kept in the profits of that work. They need the money to gamble in Monte Carlo and elsewhere. This is as it should be.

THE "APPEAL" NOT PRINTED FOR SOCIALISTS.

The editor of the "Appeal to Reason" has at last made answer to the charge of "The Socialist" that his platform, "Public Ownership of Monopolies," is not Socialism. He pleads guilty to the charge.

His reason for not preaching Socialism is this: "The "Appeal" is not printed for Socialists." Those are his own words: "The "Appeal" is not printed for Socialists."

Therefore he is advocating "Public Ownership of Monopolies" instead of advocating Socialism.

Now, it is none of our business if he chooses to advocate "Public Ownership of Monopolies" as the best way to get people to study Socialism. What we object to is, that anybody should imagine that "The Appeal" is a Socialist paper teaching Socialist doctrine.

There are hundreds of members of the Socialist Party who have heretofore looked upon "The Appeal" as the very Bible of Socialism. They have resented the suggestion of the "The Socialist" that "The Appeal" was not teaching Socialism.

It is a very great gain to have secured its editor's own admission that his paper is not printed for Socialists. Hereafter Socialists will not read it to find out what Socialism is, and will find that, as Wayland also says, "in other publications and books."

Now, we have one inquiry to make of "The Appeal." It is this: When the Democratic Party takes into its platform the plank "For Public Ownership of Monopolies," what will "The Appeal" advise its readers to do?--Seattle Socialist.

[We wish to call the attention of working-men of California to our front page article, printed in this week's issue, in connection with this clipping from the 'Seattle Socialist.' Read it carefully then re-read the above and think.]

CAPITAL: WHAT IT IS NOT.

By W. F. Lockwood.

According to muddled economists, nearly any old thing is capital; for instance, one economist says that a hoe is capital, and of course, so is a great modern factory. Now, we all know that there is a difference between a day and a night though none of us can tell just where the fading light of day ends, or the shadows of night are complete, nor when the first faint glimmer of day begins and the last shade of night ends. There is as much difference between some things that are called capital and other things that are called capital as there is between day and night, and if we wish to discuss economics intelligently we must draw a line somewhere on what is capital and what is not capital, and thus shut out all confusion and quibbling.

For you know if one is so inclined he may argue that there is no night since it takes twenty-four hours to complete a day, when another day begins, thus leaving no room for night.

If some of the political economists are right then we are nearly all capitalists, notwithstanding the fact that we are seventy-five per cent proletarians. You know that if an axe is capital, and that the owner is a capitalist, and that substantially every workingman owns at least an axe, a saw, or a hammer, that substantially then, every workingman is a capitalist. And if all the wives and women of the working class own a set of knitting needles, a crochet, or a sewing needle, and the children are given a darning needle each, that then lo and behold, the problem of "capital and labor" is solved, there are more economic classes to wage a war with each other, for we are a solid nation of capitalists. But what absurdity! What nonsense! That is placing the wage slave of John D. Rockefeller in the same class with his master--Mr. Rockefeller.

There is as much difference between the hoe of the slave, and the oil refineries, steel works, ships and sugar refineries of the master as there is between night and day.

So I think the line should be drawn between those instruments of production which are held by one class and operated by another class; that is between those means by which the laboring class is exploited; and the old hoe of the workingman, with which no one can be exploited and the owner consequently enabled to live in idleness and luxury. You see by drawing the line intelligently on capital you at the same time clearly and distinctly reveal the economic classes of society, and also the fact that the possessors of one kind of capital, so called, are the slaves of the possessors of the other kind; and that the possessors of the other kind, the genuine capital, are the parasites, masters, lords and rulers of the nation. Of course the line may sometimes be blurred between what is and what is not capital. Just so it is between the vegetable and the animal kingdom; the line is clear between a man and a tree, but nevertheless there is a point at which it is hard to say to which kingdom a certain organism belongs. I wish to further add that an Atlantic liner is capital while a man-of-war is not. I wish further to add that when wealth is used to exploit, it becomes capital and nothing is capital till it is put to this use.
A School of Socialism.
San Francisco Gets the Next Term

OF THE TRAINING SCHOOL
For Socialist Workers.
Walter Thomas Mills, A. H., Principal.

Board of Examiners:
GEORGE D. HURON
CHARLES H. VALL
A. M. SIMONS
JAMES E. SMITH
PETER BISHAM.

The first term of this Training School closed at Ghirard Ave. Dec. 31st. No second term was ever undertaken which so fully met the demands of the period. A large number of the students will go at once into the field as party work men. Of the twenty-two students in the regular course, all are arranging to take another term, after a period of actual experience in field work. Five of the number will go to San Francisco for the next term. Forty-nine students are already pledged for the San Francisco term. It will begin March 15th, and last for 13 weeks.
The next fall term at Ghirard will open with more than 20 students.
The courses of study in San Francisco will include lectures in Social Economics, study, Unity and Practice, Methods of Study, Campaign Tactics, How to organize and to organize. Communications, common sense in Speech and Personal Etiquette. The course of study will extend over the entire year; and there will be outdoor sports as well as tactics in the school work. There are now over one hundred students in Social Economics in the school, and the course of twenty lectures in Social Economics is by correspondence.

If you wish to go into the field as a continual worker for Socialism, you should come to the Training School. Whether you can come to the Training School or not, you should take the correspondence work at once.

Walter Thomas Mills, Ghirard Ave.

A. SCHEU.
Fine Boots and Shoes.
1945 Mission Street near 16th.
Union Made Shoes. Shoes Made and Repaired.

SEE THE UNION CARD OF THE JOURNEYMEN BAKERS AND CONFECTIONERS.
International Union.

IN THE BAKERY WHERE YOU BUY YOUR BREAD.
IT STANDS FOR: Clean Bread, Sanitary Work Shop, One Day’s Rest a Week.

Eastman Mitchell PRINTERS
415 Market St.
Phone Main 505.

Spanish, English and shorthand.
Practical easy method, Correct Castilian accent, Business letters, conversation and elocution.
Prof. Joseph F. Allmon, 1021 Washington St., Phone 2436.

ADVANCE
BICYCLE EXCHANGE
Anton Messerschmidt, Prop.
442 STANYAN ST.
Telephone Page 1882
Located opposite Park Pan Handle and Page St. Entrance to the Park.
Wines, Liquors and Cigars. Hot and Cold Lunch served from 9 a.m. Reserved Room for Ladies.

SOCIALIST PARTY BUTTONS with Arm and Torch.
The official emblem of the party in many states. Over 10,000 of these buttons sold. Our assortment is the largest and our prices are the lowest. Send 5c for 3 samples and illustr. socialist button catalogue.

12 Buttons for 25c. 25 for 50c, 50 for $1.00 for $1.50. one kind or assorted.

THE COMRADE. 28 Lafayette Place, New York.

PARTY MEETING.
At a regular party meeting held Jan. 29th the following business was transacted with Comrade Bersford in the chair. The recording secretary being absent, Comrade Jos. de Vries was elected to act pro tempore. The minutes of previous session were adopted. One new member admitted. Bills to amount of $8.47 were ordered paid. Communications were received from Provisional State Committee, G. B. Benham, Local Fresno, M. W. Wilkins, Financial secretary reports for week ending Jan. 29, 1902, $18.40 Treasurer, receipts $28.25, expenditures $39, deficit $10.74.
It was voted to lay nominations open for one week and place a notice to that effect in "Advance." (Comrades will please take notice accordingly.)
Jos. de Vries was elected sec’y vice B. P. Ober resigned.
Guy Williams was elected to Board of Directors of "Advance" vice H. Culman resigned.
C. H. King Jr. was elected chief editor and B. P. Ober and Miss Fairbrother assistant editors of "Advance" to constitute editorial board vice J. J. Noel resigned.
A set of resolutions condemning the action of one of our Nat’l committeemen, Hillerbrant by name, for supporting a petition asking Congress to build warships in U.S. Navy yards instead of letting contracts to private corporations was defeated by a vote of 18 ayes and 14 noes.
Hereafter the "Advance" will appear in a 4 page news paper size. Respectfully Jos. de Vries, Sec’y.

The Board of Directors of "Advance" meets every Monday evening at 6:15 Merchants St.; at 8 p.m.

NEWS ITEMS.
Illinois Central railroad will substitute a telephone system for telegrams, and if the experiment proves a success other roads will do the same. High priced telegraphers will be abolished.

Longshoreman of Hoboken censured President Keefe for mixing up with Hanna’s “peace conference,” and demand instead that he busy himself to secure affiliation with the dockworkers of Europe.

Cigar makers of New York have called for a conference of the local trade unions of the metropolis for the purpose of taking action regarding the unauthorized participation of local officials in the “peace conference” with Hanna, Schenck and other capitalists. In a communication to the New York Central Federated Union, President Gompers protested against the manner in which the referendum is being taken in respect to his working with Hanna, Cleveland and other capitalists. Nothing was done and the voting continues.

O. SVENDSON
Book and Shoe Manufacturer and Dealer
255 FOURTH STREET, near Folsom.
Folsom.
Repairing done.

CREMATION.
Odd Fellows’ Cemetery Ass’n.
Point Lobos Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
The ordinance prohibiting burials in San Francisco does not refer to CREMATION. Permits to cremate will be issued by the Board of Health the same as heretofore.
CHARGES—Members of Societies and Organizations and their families over 15 years of age, $30. Those not members of Societies and Organizations over 15 years of age, $15. ALL Children between 10 and 15 years of age, $15. ALL children under 10 years of age, $10. This includes organ service and use of chapel.

George R. Fletcher - Manager.
An Entertainment and Dance
for the Benefit of San Francisco's Official Socialist Party Organ, the
Advance
Will be given on
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
Saturday Evening, February 22, 1902 at
EINTRACHT HALL
237 Twelfth St., near Folsom
Admission 25c. Ladies free.

Eugene V. Debs has just closed a successful lecturing tour in Michigan.

In Saxony, Germany, the Socialists made gains in municipal elections.

Over fifty delegates representing trade-unions and socialist organizations among the Bohemian people in different parts of the country held a convention in Chicago, united the different factions, and declared unanimously in favor of the Socialist party.

F. Marion Crawford, the well-known novelist, in an interview in New York a few days ago, said he believed the world is drifting into socialism. "I hope and believe," he declared, "it will be the socialism of Bebel, brought about by peaceful means and without a resort to violence."

The method of Bebel and every other Socialist is to gain a majority at the polls. Of course, if the majority revolts it will be held accountable.

LOCAL OAKLAND, of the Socialist Party, holds regular weekly lectures every Thursday evening, 7 p.m. at Beckner's Hall, 818 Washington St. Admission free. Address correspondence to THOMAS RADAY, 827 Broadway.

LOCAL SAN FRANCISCO, Socialist Party holds regular weekly lectures every Monday evening on a cal. and economic subjects at Academy of Sciences Hall, 82 Market street. Meetings begin at 8 o'clock. Open discussion after. Admission 5c. Questions answered; free platform; public invited. Admission free.

LOCAL ALAMEDA, of the Socialist Party, holds open educational meetings every Monday evening in room 2 Methodian B ed., corner P e St. and Central Ave. Free discussion questions, etc. Everybody welcome. Address communications to ALLEN A. CROCKEY, 1609 Wall st, Sf.

PETER LIPPENTZ, C. JONNICHSEN
The Temple Bar
115 Turk Street.
Trades Union Headquarters
Only Union Goods on Hand

Elcho House
863 Market St. Opposite Powell and Eddy
W. W. WALSLEY, Prop.
Furnished Rooms 13, 15, and 25 cents per Night. First Class Reading Room. All Daily Papers.

GEORGE WIELAND
DEALER IN
Wood and Coal

1685 Howard St., S. F., Cal:
3rd, 12th and 13th Sts.
Telephone: Capp 815.

Free Delivery to any part of the City. Orders promptly attended to.

H. Warnecke & Co.
CIGAR MANUFACTURERS
2971 Twenty-first Street
Near Folsom
-A Good Union Made Cigar.-

Bonestell & Co
PAPER
401 & 403 Sansome st., cor Sacramento st San Francisco, Cal.

Workingmen's Sick & Death Benefit
SOCIETY
Of the United States of America Branch 253
Meeting every Last Monday of the Month, 8 p.m.
The Temple, 117 Turk St.
Secretary: A. F. Stewart, 163 Pine St. Physician: Dr. Fred A. Hixson, 163 Market St. - ge Hixson, 163 Market St. - ge Jones and McClellan St. - ge Jones and McClellan St.

J. GEORGE SMITH,
390 Hearst Building, Cor. Market and 3rd sts.
LICENSED LAND SURVEYOR, U. S. PATENT ATTORNEY (Registered), and U. S. Deuty Mineral Surveyor.

LAWRENCE, BELSHOR & CO.
Clothing, Furnishing Goods, Shoes, Hats, Etc.
92 No. Market St. San Jose, Cal.
Telephone, RED 582.

We Sell Union-made Goods.

Frank Borgel's Orchestra
Music supplied for all occasions.
Picnics and Socials a Specialty.

FRANK BORDEL. 3925 25th St., near Church.
Telephone KATE 4102.

San Francisco Cigar Manufacturing Co.

623 Montgomery Street, S. F., Cal.

All orders promptly attended to.

CANNON'S
(Heaviest Man in the World)
Saloon
Henri Maurice Cannon, 1233 Market Street.
formally at 112 Geary Street.
Lager and Steam Beer. Fine Hot Lunch.

Stritzinger Bros.
FINE KENTUCKY WHISKEYS CAL. WINES AND BRANDIES
1324 4th Street
near Howard

GUS. POSTLER
Paints, Oils, Wall Paper etc. Painting and Paperhanging.
-Prompt Attention to all Orders-
3247 Nineteenth st.
Phone White 1110

ROBERT LUTGE
Upholsterer, Carpet layer etc.
Mattresses Made Over and Restored Same Day
3111 Twenty-fourth Street near Folsom
Telephone CHURCH 2188

SOCIALISM is the coming thing in politics. You will be for it or against it, but in either case you must understand it, and so you need to read
The International Socialist Review
Ask your newsdealer for 10 or send postage for a three month's subscription and a copy of Socialism and Reform, published by:
CHARLES H. KEKE & COMPANY, Publishers
55 FIFTH AVENUE, CHICAGO
PROPAGANDA & MEETINGS are held EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT at the Academy of Science Hall.

819 MARKET ST., near 4th
SEATS FREE!
EVERYONE WELCOME!
GOOD SPEAKERS!
Commencement, 8 o'clock sharp.

LECTURE PROGRAM
LOCAL SAN FRANCISCO
1902
Jan 26th—Miss J. K. Cole, China and the Chinese.
Feb 2nd—Henry E. Highton, Standards of Life.
Feb 9th—Hyman Strusnky, The Contemporary Mood.
Feb 16th—Chas. Wesley Reed, San Francisco's Water Supply.
Feb 23rd—A. B. Nye, Editor Oakland "Inquirer", Control of Political Parties.
Mar. 9th—Emil Liss, Materialistic History.
Mar. 10th—Miss Strusnky, Radicialism.
Mar 30th—Jno. F. Wetzell, M. D. Socialism vs. Anarchism.
Apr 6th—Prof. F. I. Bamford, Socialism and Free Will.
Apr 13th—Henry Meyers, Politics and Family Life.
Apr 20th—Col. Weinstock, Are the Rich Getting Richer and the Poor Poorer.
Apr 27th—Oliver Everett, Architecture Under Socialism.

The whole aim and purpose of Socialism is a closer union of social factors. The present need is growth in that direction.—R. R. Ely.

AD VANCE
To Friends of Organized Labor!

THE "ADVANCE"
CO-OPERATIVE
BAKERY
AND
CONFECTIONERY

1527 MISSION ST. Phone Jesse 2311

It's now open for business and is ready to deliver bread, cakes and pastry to any part of the city free of charge.

Orders for parties and weddings filled promptly and carefully. Every loaf of bread and every large cake bears this label.

It means cleanliness sanitary conditions, union wages and union rules.

Remember our address:
1527 Mission St.

PHONE JESSE 2311

DRINK

Abet Bitters

The only remedy for a disordered stomach. It cures catarrh, dyspepsia, biliousness, constipation, disturbed stomach and cleans the blood.

H. F. SAHLENDER, Sole Prop.
287 Natoma st., San Francisco

F. M. PHELAN

Estimates furnished
Prices Reasonable

Job Printer

1010 BUCHANAN ST., San Francisco, Cal.

"Eintracht" Hall.

Meeting and Lodge Rooms, Large and Small Dance Halls.
The Finest in the City.
Centrually located in the "Eintracht" Block.
Folsom and Twelfth Streets.
Main Entrance, 237 Twelfth St.
Headquarters of Several Unions!
Rent Moderate.
Eintracht Bar — Billiards and Bowling Alley.
At Enterprise Steam and Lager on Tap.
Telephone, Folsom 271.

W. JAENNE, Manager.

RUBBER STAMPS from 10c up.

ARTHUR CONTE

1433 Market Street, Between 10th & 11th

SUI REMENPERGER
President.

Enterprise Brewing Co.
2015—2023 Folsom Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Cable Address "ENTERPRISE"
Western Union Code Used.

VINCENT'S MEAT MARKET

TELEPHONE MAIN 081

Porterhouse Steak $1.25
Tenderloin 1.50
Lean Steak 1.10
Round Steak 1.00
Rib Roast 1.00
Beef to Ball or Stew 75c
Pork Chops 35c
Pork or Beef 35c
Pigs' Heads and Feet 25c
Spring Lamb 2.50
Veal 1.25
Frankfurters 45c
Sausage 50c

7th and WASHINGTON Sts.
OAKLAND, CAL.

ERNST REHOR
Artistic Tailor
Suits Made to Order.
966 WASHINGTON STREET,
Oakland, Cal.

Herman Safe Co., Sacramento Street San Francisco, Cal.

Manufacturers of Fire and Burglar-Proof Safes and Vaults.
Expert Safe Opening and Repairing.
General Iron Work.
Assorted Stock of Second hand Safes and Locks on hand.

Phone Red 609.

L. LEMOS

Suits to Order on Easy Installments
$1.00 Per Week

1117 Market st. bet. 7th and 8th

California Schutzen Park
SAN RAFAEL, CAL.

Located in the most picturesque section of Marin County, one mile south of San Rafael, offers to the general public a most desirable resort for a day's outing.

San Francisco Office: Phelan Building.
San Rafael Office: P. O. Box 277
Telephone South 17.

P. WINDELE
Secretary

P. WINDELER
Secretary

Telephone, MISSION 152.